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Canada’s Election, 
North America, and Mexico
Breaking the Circle?

 Imtiaz Hussain*
Jorge A. Schiavon**

In the name of conservatism, Canada’s May 2, 2011 elec tion 
could revolutionize domestic and foreign policy, drag
g ing Mexico into a different ballgame: cozy nafTadriven 

Mexico relations are unlikely to be abandoned by Canada, 
but will probably not receive the priority of previous years as 
Canada seeks a more assertive global role. An assess ment of 
the broad electoral theme, unresolved issues, and perceived 
foreign policy impacts suggests Canada’s emerging identity 
diminishes the space for Mexico and any role Mex ico might 
play in a reconfigured North America.

Theme of The elecTions

Conservatism, rather than party ideology, values, and inte r
ests evidently became the dominant electoral theme: the 
Conservative Party (cP) flirted with the 40per cent vote bar
rier for the first time this century;1 Steve Harper became the 
third Canadian prime minister (after Sir John A. Macdonald, 
and John Diefenbaker) to rack up three con sec utive election 
vic to ries;2 and he attracted the second high est number 
of cP votes (5.8 million) after Brian Mulroney in 1984 (6.3 
million). Con versely, the Liberal Party (lP), by achiev ing its 
lowest parlia mentary representation (34 seats) and pro por
tion of voters (20 per cent),3 is no longer even the Official Op
position.

Party ideology, values, and interests became unimportant 
for several reasons. First, since this was the third election in 
five years, voters were not just “tired” of fulfilling a duty, but 
also leery that all their input could produce was a minority 
government, twice over, downgrading major policy decisions 

from both deliberations and legislation. To avoid another 
deadlock, they punished the Bloc Québécois (Bq) and the 
lP for disconnecting with their constituencies.4 In short, they 
voted against ideologies —for example, French natio nalism 
did not play a part—, interests —no single policy issue drove 
the election—, and values —the “Liberal” flock was not only 
divided, but this division also mattered: in 20 Ontario ridings, 
the lP and New Democratic Party had enough votes to col
lectively defeat the newly dominant cP.5

Second, driven to champion “sovereignty” when the 1987 
Meech Lake Accord was not ratified in 1990, the Bq simply 
did not graduate out of its “sovereignty” rationale by the 2011 
election.6 This is not to say French separation has become 
a dead issue,7 but since the Bq first participated in elections 
in 1993 and won 54 seats (becoming a balancing legislative 
force), it seems to have done better “when it didn’t talk too 
much about sovereignty.”8 With merely 4 seats after Cana
da’s fortyfirst election, the Bq is no longer an officially recog
nized party; but that it lost 45 others, mostly to the ndP, re
flects less a lost cause than what Peggy Curran attributes to 
the “school of fish syndrome”: sudden changes of direction 
typical of swimming fish.9 Quebec’s political atmosphere was 
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A polling station in Vancouver.
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already reeling with complaints of “Bloc bourgeois,” and its 
defeated leader, Gilles Duceppe, paid the price of a Qué bé
cois “suspicion”: “holding political power in Ottawa.”10 Wanting 
to warn Duceppe and the Bq by choosing Jack Layton and 
his New Democratic Party (ndP),11 Quebec voters, however, 
did not fully anticipate how the tyranny of small decisions 
would leave Quebec out in the Ottawa cold.

Third, the continued lP leadership crisis meant the elec
tion was lost even before it began. It was not just Michael 
Ignatieff ’s esoteric Harvard profile and inability to connect,12 
but inherent divisions —Finance Minister Paul Martin back
s tabbing Prime Minister Jean Chrétien—13 exposed the lP 
as a collection of either stickyfooted veterans and political 
acrobats, or fameseeking rookies operating against a backdrop 
of entrenched corruption, in either case completely oblivious of 
mainstream voters. Many mainstream supporters sub s tituted 
centerleft values, ideologies, and interests for pure centrist 
preferences (much like Bill Clinton and Barack Obama did 
with the Democratic Party after the first midterm elec tion 
they faced), moving in a conservative direction, dictated no 
less by a relatively healthy economy. At least three lP pillars 
crumbled: its solid and critical grip of Quebec seats (lost in 
the constitutional battles of the 1960s and 1980s);14 advo
cating strong nationalism (undercut by lP unpopularity in the 
west and a secular sentimental public shift against big gov
ernment); and flexibility from being a centrist brokerage party 
(Chrétien’s shift to the right began breaking this).

Fourth, crisis, another secular development, is not only 
not new in Canadian electoral politics, but it typically followed 
and produced stability: Lester Pearson’s weak prime mi nis ter
ship was sandwiched between the solid tenures of Diefen
baker before him and Trudeau after, Kim Campbell’s in the 
early 1990s between Brian Mulroney’s and Jean Chrétien’s, 
and the five years of downwardly spiraling mi nority govern
ments after Chrétien produced the 2011 electoral outcome. 
Like Trudeau’s Third Option, multiculturalism, Foreign Invest
ment Review Agency, and National Energy Policy, among 
other policy shifts, as well as Mulroney’s U.S. freetrade, Harper 

gets the chance to both restructure Ca nada and reverse once 
and for all Canada’s Liberalist symbol.

Finally, circumstances also chipped in. Canada weathered 
the 20072009 recession better than any other industrialized 
country, especially since it relied less on bailouts, recorded 
more trade surpluses than deficits, and enjoyed profits from 
escalating oil prices. These gains had to be preserved —better 
yet, institutionalized— regardless of political proprietorship. 
Yet, with the country’s dwindling international profile, caused 
no less by fickle minority governments, more Canadians sought 
a gamechanging solution in 2011 (61.4 per cent of voters 
turned out) than in 2008 (58.8 per cent).15 Partisanship could 
not have been the driving reason behind this, but it became 
one of the biggest winners.

Past patterns predict stability: Harper has time on his side, 
understands the political winds better than other political 
leaders (including how and when to use character assassi nation 
as a political tool), and does not have to fear either the lP or Bq. 

unresolved issues

Now that the historical rivals/threats have been sidelined, 
does a majority Canadian government imply standstill politics? 
Hardly, since at least five vectors constantly challenge the 
status quo. First, Canada’s multiculturalism cannot coexist 
forever with an ascendant national conservative mood. Harper’s 
argument that the typical Canadian is a conservative (rather 
than a liberal) belies the country’s heterogeneous gene. Ri ch
ard J. F. Day observed at the turn of the last century, with
out even bringing parties into his analysis, that the schism 
between what he called “Selves” and “Others” “always pro
duced resistance” [italics in the original], beginning half a 
millennium ago with the French, then the “Savages,” and more 
recently with “Immigrants.”16 

It is hardly likely in a polemical post9/11 era complicated 
further by incorrigible developments. On the one hand, Ca n
ada’s shift to deploying combat troops in Afghanistan from 
its familiar postWorld War II peacekeeping role coin cides 
with increasingly stifling conditions for Muslims in Canada, 
challenging Canada’s multicultural claim. On the other hand, 
creeping resentment across the Muslim world climaxed in 
the October 2010 U.S. Security Council vote for nonper
manent members when Canada’s almost auto matic entry was 
denied, in part, by Muslim countries unhappy with Harper’s 
unqualified support for Israel. While the cP may have pe n

Canada’s forays abroad illustrate 
why widening North America to include 
Mexico is no longer a Canadian priority: 

for Harper, Mexico is dispensable.
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etrated the lP’s “Fortress Toronto” through chai parties with 
immigrant communities in the election, that is small com
fort for Toronto’s legendary foreign doctoral and engi neering 
students who make their livings as taxidrivers.17

Second, business cycles rarely, if ever, remain static for 
too long, and since Canada has had it relatively good econo m
ically,18 some marketdriven correction is overdue. By raising 
social costs and negatively impacting some social groups, the 
cP’s handsoff, balancedbudget, and deficitfree economic 
goals could complicate matters.

Third, the lP gets a long time to cultivate new leaders, just 
as the Bq finds the space to either reinvent itself or await 
voter reconsideration. Reducing the cP to a minority govern
ment would be one step in the right direction for the lP/Bq, 
but both parties have risen from the ashes before, suggesting 
they cannot be written off just yet.

Politics-as-usual is a fourth factor. Harper also has a pla te
ful of contentious domestic issues to resolve on the basis of 
his —or his party’s— preferences (guncontrol, Senate re form, 
judicial appointments, eliminating voting subsidy, and so forth), 
but alienating too many groups sets the con dition for the next 
election to unravel as the perfect political storm. Sidelining 
Quebec might become a Pyrrhic victory, as could the rap
prochement with First Nations,19 but with the Green Party’s 
first parliamentarian (Elizabeth May) and 75 other women 
parliamentarians (of whom only 29 belong to the cP),20 the 
House of Commons might reflect less commonality than one 
might expect.

Finally, since all stable governments in the past were 
an chored in a significant foreign policy pursuit (Trudeau’s 
Third Option and antinuclear proliferation; Mulroney with 
the CanadianU.S. Free Trade Agreement; and Chrétien 
with nafTa), Harper’s overloaded foreign policy plate offers 
him both chances and constraints: having combat troops in 
Afghanistan displaces Canada’s peacekeeping tradition; Mex
ican refugees and the resultant visa elimination fed into Ca n
ada’s shrinking North American view from the trilateral 
nafTabased configuration into the familiar CanadaU.S. 

bilateralism; Harper’s bilateral U.S. trade preference and pe ri
meter defense with the United States further sidelines Mex ico; 
fullfledged Harper support for Israel launches an un charted 
foreign policy era of “division” over “unison”; and Harper’s 
environmental policy choices, among others, gene rate more 
grumbles than contentment.21

exPecTed sPillovers: foreign Policy domain

Angelo Persichilli notes how Harper “has the credibility” to 
“strengthen Canada’s position in the world” on the basis of 
“good relations” with not just the United States (comple
mented by Barack Obama’s “laidback approach”), but also 
South American and Asian countries; and “respect” in Eu
ro pe.22 Yet, there are not only problems on each of these fronts, 
but the problems are also becoming more entrenched than 
the opportunities.

U.S. interests have become so diffused globally that Ca n
ada alone cannot demand the revival of a historical special 
relationship, especially since the United States is not always 
on the same page as European countries or Canada (“Arab 
spring” responses, Arctic claims, Middle East peace posi tions 
are examples). Similarly, though Harper’s institutionbuild
ing “Americas strategy” against drug trafficking and promoting 
Canadian trade and mining was resuscitated by his August 
2011 visits to Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, and Honduras, it 
neglected Mexico, reaffirming his bilateral over trilateral North 
American preference.23 On another front, Chinese mining 
companies seem poised to challenge their Canadian coun ter
parts across Asia, possibly in Latin America.

Canada’s forays abroad illustrate why widening North 
America to include Mexico is no longer a Canadian priority: 
in the absence of vigorous global U.S. foreign policy com
mitments under President Barack Obama, Canada wants to 
step up to the leadership plate drawing upon its “kinder, 
gentler” past reputation. But the way recent domestic divi
sions find foreign policy expressions explains Harper’s dispen
sability fix: the United States is indispensable; Mexico is 
dispensable.

mexico’s fix

Canada’s evolving policymaking preferences eventually be
come a Mexican fix. First and most egregious is the 2009 

U.S. interests have become so diffused 
globally that Ca nada alone cannot demand 

the revival of a historical special relationship, 
especially since the United States is not 

always on the same page 
as European countries or Canada.
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refugee-no visa disjuncture: Mexico was made a lesser partner, 
and portraying Mexicans in the Canadian media as lowwage
jobseeking illegal infil trators disconnected with mainstream 
interactions cultivated over the 15 nafTa years. Second, the 
unhindered growth of Canadian businesses under a con ser
vative agenda, with, for example, over 2 000 mining com pa
nies in Mexico alone, revives the dependencia mentality which 
one would have thought was buried with the free trade agree
ments. Third, the environmental subju gation this entails rea
ffirms a have-have not CanadaMexico relationship: Ca na 
da’s more acute environmental instincts invite remedial efforts 
against abuse, for example, against tarsand oil exploi tation 
—not that this will be stopped under a conservative agenda— 
but Mexico’s relaxed environmental instincts invite only more 
business exploitation. Fourth, Ca nada playing the very game 
with the rest of the world that it hopes the United States will 
not play with Canada (priori tizing security inter ests over trade 
and economic expansion) only widens the gap with Mexico, 

where economic better ment is not only the top priority but 
also the dominant re lational vehicle with Cana da. There is 
the final and deepest underlying gap: whereas Canada is ex
plicitly making Mexico a reversible economic partner (by 
seeking markets and raw materials not just in Mex ico but world
wide), Mexico has not even explored alter natives to Canada.

By the time of its own elections in 2012, Mexico might do 
itself a favor by following U.S. and Canadian steps: find ing 
glo bal partners to strengthen regionalism.
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